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The origin of CMB
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Before recombination:
photon-baryon plasma
short free path

After recombination:
neutral hydrogen atoms
photons started to travel freely!



COBE(Cosmic Background Explorer)

• Launch Date: November 18, 1989

• Deactivated: December 23, 1993

• The Orbits : Sun-synchronous

• Perigee: 877.8 km

• Apogee: 891.4 km

• Inclination: 98.95 deg

• Spin rate: 0.8 rpm
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Instruments of COBE
FIRAS: a spectrophotometer used to 
measure the spectrum of the CMB

DMR: a microwave instrument that 
would map variations in the CMB

DIRBE: a multi-wavelength infrared 
detector used to map dust emission
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COBE result 1: Black-body curve of CMB

• The CMB spectrum was 

measured with a precision of 

0.005%.

• The results confirmed the Big 

Bang theory.

• paving the way for NASA's 

WMAP mission and ESA's Planck 

mission.
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COBE result 2: anisotropy of CMB

• Top: uncorrected

• Middle: after dipole subtraction 

(due to the solar system movement)

• Bottom: after subtraction of the 

Galactic emission
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Anisotropy from Inhomogeneity

random quantum fluctuations

density enhancements and deficits

(acoustic oscillations)

The photon-baryon plasma stops 
oscillating at recombination.
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We need more precise measurements about CMB fluctuations! 



WMAP(Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe)
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Comparision
COBE WMAP

Orbits Sun-synchronous Second Lagrange point

Thermal stability Dewar(杜瓦瓶) Passive thermal radiators

Resolution

31 GHz

53 GHz

90 GHz

43

15.2

27.5

23 GHz  

33 GHz 

41 GHz

61 GHz

94 GHz

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.6
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Improvements of WMAP

• 5 frequency bands

facilitate foreground radiation subtraction

• A differential experiment

measures the temperature difference rather than absolute value

• Orbit

very stable thermal environment and near 100% observing efficiency

• Scan strategy

allows for a comparison of many sky pixels on many time scales
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WMAP result: CMB map 
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• What can we learn from the anisotropies of CMB?
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: WMAP data

: SPT data

: ACT data



First peak: curvature

The first peak in the power spectrum of the anisotropies depend 
sensitively on the spatial curvature of the universe.
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Second peak: baryons
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Second peak: baryons

Second peak is suppressed 
compared with the first and 
third.

The baryon-photon ratio 
controls the even-odd 
modulation of peak heights
through the baryon loading 
effect.
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Best-fit cosmological parameters from WMAP nine-year results

This parameter is related to the Primordial fluctuations.

Provides an independent evidence for dark energy.
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Primordial fluctuations

Many inflationary models predict that the 
scalar component of the fluctuations obeys a 
power law
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The basic predictions of single-field inflation models for properties of 
primordial curvature perturbations are well supported by the data.
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CMB Polarization

There are two types of polarization.

• E-modes

Thomson scattering.

• B-modes

gravitational lensing of E-modes.

Primordial gravitational waves
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CMB Polarization(WMAP 9-yr result)

• E-modes have been observed.

• No evidence for B-modes 
caused by Primordial 
gravitational waves. 
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Summary

• WMAP's measurements played a key role in establishing the 

Lambda-CDM model.

• produced the first fine-resolution (0.2 degree) full-sky CMB map

• reducing the allowed volume of cosmological parameters by a factor in 

excess of 68,000
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Angular Peaks

Modes caught at extrema of their oscillations become the peaks in the 
CMB power spectrum. 
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Galactic emission
• The main emission mechanisms:

• synchrotron radiation(同步辐射)

• free-free emission(自由发射)

• astrophysical dust emissions
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